CARBON MEETS LEATHER
The new RECARO Sportster CS “Performance Edition”
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BLACK. RED. COOL.
More performance. More exclusivity. More design.
The latest gem from RECARO Automotive Seating‘s sports seat collection bears the name Sportster CS “Performance Edition.”
It excels with a unique highlight: finest attention-grabbing carbon-look leather on the headrest and side bolsters. White contrasting
stitching and bright red strips of leather emphasize the excitingly dynamic contours, while jet black Dinamica in the backrest
underlines the unmistakable RECARO design.
However, it is not just the extraordinary appearance of the new Sportster CS “Performance Edition” that brings exclusivity to the car‘s
interior. The uncompromising combination of the qualities of a sports seat with those of a thoroughbred racing seat produces the
typical RECARO riding performance – a driving sensation that brings together pure dynamic joy and first-class body support.
The high-quality seats are based on the popular RECARO Sportster CS, which many car manufacturers use as the standard seats
in their high performance cars: from the Ford Focus RS to the Renault Mégane Trophy. The good news for the aftermarket is that
all RECARO baseframes for the Sportster CS are available for the “Performance Edition” as well. The new gem from the seat
specialists from Kirchheim/Teck, Germany can optionally also be ordered with side airbag.
Anyone wanting to secure RECARO‘s black-red-and-cool beauty to enhance their car‘s interior should not delay:
the “Performance Edition” of the Sportster CS is being made in limited numbers only.

